
THE SET INCLUDES:
1 x paper needle
1 x cardboard base
6 x pieces of colored crepe
12 x wool for making tassels
2 x cardboard clouds.

TO COMPLETE THE RAINBOW
YOU WILL NEED ALSO:
scissors
glue in a stick
firm needle. 
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DIY
RAINBOW
For self assembly.
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3. Glue one end of the crepe down to the cardboard base on the reverse side (visible small inci-
sions). We recommend the use of glue stick. Use the needle to press the crepe thru the apertu-
re.Wrap the whole section using this method.

2. Cut the crepe strip into two parts - the shorter the crepe segment, the easier it is to wrap around 
the rainbow sections, but the more often you have to attach new ones. First, try with the half of 
the stripes. If it’s too difficult, shorten them.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CREATING A RAINBOW

1. Pick the first crepe strip which you will wrap around the shortest section of the rainbow.
The colors are arranged according to our pattern, but crepe strips are equally long, so you can 
change the order of the colors as you like.
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The next layers of crepe should overlap one another under a slight slant. To finish, glue the crepe 
to the rainbow.

5. When the whole rainbow is already wrapped with colorful crepe papers, start making tassels.

4. Use the same technique for the remaining 5 sections of the rainbow. 
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7. Proceed with the rest of the tassels.

9. Glue cardboard clouds.

12. ALL DONE! 
The photos and videos with instructions off 
assembly can be found on our website : 
www.kokocardboards.com and also on our 
instagram: 
www.instagram.com/koko_cardboards

8. Using a needle (provide yourself with a solid needle with a large 
hole so that wool can pass through it) tie the tassels to the reverse of 
the rainbow, on the reverse side of the base. There should be six 
tassels on each side of the rainbow.

6. An dditional piece of wool, tie around each tassel about 1cm from the binding so that „a head” 
 is formed.

Cut the tassel on the side opposite to the tie.
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FOR TYING THE 
TASSEL „HEAD”
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